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This lab sheet introduces some aspects of the perception and interpretation of colour.

1. This part of the lab involves constructing a Processing sketch to simulate Benham’s
disk.

(a) Write a Processing sketch to display the following image:

Make an effort to make your sketch code as simple as possible, with as few as
possible repeated sections of code.

(b) Adapt your sketch from part 1a to animate it, rotating the image about the
centre of the circular design.

(c) Further adapt your sketch to allow keyboard input to increase or decrease
rotation speed, and to change the direction of the rotation.

(d) Run your sketch and look at it. Describe what you see. What happens when
the rotation gets faster? Slower? In the opposite direction?

2. This part of the lab involves writing a sketch to illustrate cognitive effects in per-
ception.

(a) Write a Processing sketch to display a grid of words, where the word in
each space on the grid is randomly chosen to be one of “ONE”, “TWO” and
“THREE”.

(b) Adapt your sketch so that each word is drawn in one of four colours: red,
green, blue and black, again chosen randomly. Check that the choice of word
is not correlated with the choice of colour (you may need to run your sketch
several times).

(c) Run your sketch, and (quietly) read out loud in separate runs of your sketch

i. each of the words displayed;

ii. the colour of each of the displayed words.

(d) Alter your sketch to use the words “RED”, “GREEN”, “BLUE” and “BLACK”
instead of “ONE”, “TWO” and “THREE”. How many literal ‘3’s do you have
to alter to ‘4’s in your code?

(e) Redo part 2c with your new sketch. What do you notice?

3. This part of the lab encourages you to write a sketch to summarize and communicate
what you have learnt about the structure and makeup of the eye.



(a) Write a sketch demonstrating or communicating in some way aspects of your
understanding of how the components of the eye are arranged, or how the eye
acts to process light signals.

(b) Write (in no more than one page of A4 paper) a description of how your sketch
works, which points it illustrates, and how well you think it does so.

(This part of the lab resembles closely the structure and general level of a coursework
component for this course)
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